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Introduction 

(a) Warm up 

What is e-learning? 

4 

What are integrated skills? 
 

What is computer-mediated 

communication? 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Warm up.Participants take an iPad and are assigned one of the three questions. They scan their QR code and this takes them to a Padlet wall. Participants find a new partner or partners and ask them their question, listen to their answer and then make notes on the Padlet wall. The trainer demonstrates how to do it using an iPad. Participants mingle and ask each other. After about 10 minutes, they sit down and we compare and discuss answers on the big screen.The purposes of this activity are: (a) to introduce the topic of the workshop (b) to have a hands-on activity to start with (c) to elicit what participants understand by these three terms. In the next stage, the trainer will give definitions of these terms so the participants are clear what the scope of the workshop is.
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Introduction 

(b) Three key concepts 
 

5 

1. Integrated skills 

OR 

cumulative, sequential 
tasks 

combining multiple 
data sources 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First key concept: INTEGRATED SKILLS. The value of integrating skills:To replicate the way skills are used in the real worldTo increase the students’ capacity to deal with multiple modes of information (spoken, written)To help develop the cognitive capacity that comes about when multiple or sequential tasks are chained in complex arrangements (dealing with complexity)To be able to distinguish key points from detailsTo be able to infer meaning from a composite of informationHow are skills integrated?Domino image - SEQUENCING AND CUMULATIVE skills, like a chain. e.g. We read a text  Then speak about it  Then write a response to itBricks image – MULTIPLE DATA SOURCES used as inputs in a matrix. Data sources are related to each other via a scenario (simulation). DSE Data File paper works on this principle.e.g. Role play about a job interview.Role play a phone call to arrange an appointmentReading 3 CVsPreparing a list of questions based on a job descriptionTaking part in the role play while referring to these documentsMake notes for a final recommendation based on the results of (a), (b) and (d)Note to trainer – this slide is copied for reference in the handbook.TASKS. A FINAL PRODUCT has been createdThrough group work where different productive skillsHave taken students through a process that haveLed to a concrete outcomeThis is approaching skills integration as a skills productive OUTCOMETasks can be divided into:-MACRO TASKS –the final product that all tasks are leading toMICRO TASKS –the stage-by-stage elements that are supporting and contributing to the macro taskNote to trainer – this slide is copied for reference in the handbook.
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Introduction 

(b) Three key concepts 
 
 
E-learning refers to an open and flexible learning mode 
involving the use of the electronic media, including use of 
digital resources and communication tools to achieve learning 
objectives. The essence of e-learning is the use of technology 
to deliver learning content more effectively and the learning 
process in e-learning environments is expected to consider 
three key elements for maximising learning opportunities 
conducive to 21st century skills development. They include 
• blending formal and informal learning approaches 
• balancing individualised and collaborative learning to help 

learners to increase awareness of learning achievement 
• collecting evidence of improvement 

6 

1. Integrated skills 2. e-learning 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Source: Basic Education Curriculum Guide / Glossary https://cd.edb.gov.hk/becg/english/glossary.html 
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Introduction 

(b) Three key concepts 
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1. Integrated skills 2. e-learning 

Definition of CMC: 
 
Using computers for real-time or delayed  
spoken, written or image-based 
communication. 

3. CMC 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is computer-mediated communicationHere’s a simplified, working definition to provide some scope based on the work of Thorne (2006) and Goertler (2009) in Lin ((2014)‘Establishing an empirical link between computer-mediate communication (CMC) and SLA: a meta-analysis of the research inLanguage Learning and Technology Oct 2014, Vol 18, No. 3, pp 120-147Note to trainer – this slide is copied for reference in handbook p.4 “Effective Integration of Technology”
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Introduction 

(c) Warm up and icebreaker questions 
 

• Do you use e-learning resources in class? 

• Which skills can they help students to practise? 

• What’s your opinion about e-learning? 
 

8 

end of the corridor silent any time 

Important info 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Image creditsToilet sign – CC0 / Public domain, free for commercial use, no attribution required https://pixabay.com/en/man-woman-toilet-holding-hands-297369/Phone – CC0 / Public domain, free for commercial use, no attribution required https://pixabay.com/en/smartphone-white-cellphone-mobile-157082/Smiley question face – CC0 / Public domain, free for commercial use, no attribution required https://pixabay.com/en/question-asking-questioning-wonder-25527/
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Introduction 

(d) About today’s workshop 
 

 
 
 
 
Aim 1: Consider the design of tasks using computer-mediated 
communication  

Aim 2: Focus on scaffolding and sequencing activities for 
integrated language skills development 

Aim 3: Get hands-on experience with a small range of 
computer-mediated communication tools and consider their use 

 9 

Introduction 
Practical demo 1: 
Facebook no-no 

Practical demo 2: 60-second 
ideas to change the world 

Further exploration 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the blueprint, the aims were as follows. ‘‘Incorporating e-Learning into the Development of Integrated Language Skills”(1) To review, by demonstration, the value and role of integrated skills work using authentic or semi-authentic topics in developing the communicative competence and maintaining levels of engagement in students (2) To expose and provide hands-on practice for teachers of e-resources that can be curated for computer-mediated communication and language development in secondary classes (3) To demonstrate strategies via the design of tasks which incorporate e-resources and provide adequate scaffolding and support for students to enable them to create their own texts and reflect on their own and others’ work creatively and critically
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Facebook no-no 

 
 

5 Online 
role play 

4 Prepare ideas 
and language  
for role play 

3 Listen to 
different 
viewpoints 

2 Read and 
discuss 
scenarios 

1 Practise 
key 
language 10 

Facebook no-no 
 

This is a demonstration 
lesson involving text 
types of news reports 
and debating. 
 
It integrates skills in a 
sequential way. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note to trainer – this slide is copied for reference in handbook p.17 “ Practical Demonstration 2: Overview” Image credit: CC0 Public domain, free for commercial use, no attribution required https://pixabay.com/en/social-media-facebook-twitter-1020841/ [cropped]
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5 Online 
role play 

4 Prepare ideas 
and language  
for role play 

3 Listen to 
different 
viewpoints 

2 Read and 
discuss 
scenarios 

1 Practise 
key 
language 11 

Vocabulary input                        (website/app) 
 

• Sign up with your email 
address. 

• Free account allows you to 
make cards with text, 
images and/or auto-
definitions, and share them 

• Paid account (teacher 
account) allows you 
to add custom images 

http://quizlet.com/_1a69uq  
 
1. Cards 
2. Learn 
3. Speller 
4. Test 
5. Scatter  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Participants are introduced to Quizlet website (via Safari) on ipads, or own mobile phones.Participants can follow the worksheet guidance on handbook p.18 “Word Building on Quizlet”Participants explore using an example vocab set here: http://quizlet.com/_1a69uq - trainer to write this link on the board (it’s also in the worksheet above)Use this to introduce 3 keywords for the lesson – as on this slide. Discussion on tables/feedback with trainer:To check meaningOrder the words in terms of seriousnessWhere do these things all happen (home/school)Who do they happen to (age group)Who makes decisions about them (parents/caregiver/school staff)Under what circumstances do they happenAre they always fairTrainer: demonstrate how to (1) create a new vocab set, (2) add cards, (3) add images, (4) add auto-definitionsExample of big Quizlet vocab set: Jonathan’s S5P set (https://quizlet.com/_xb8y8     P: Jonathan)-------------------Doesn’t it take a long time to make all those different games?No. The website makes the games for you. The only thing you have to do is go to the website, type in your words, type in your definitions, and then all those games are instantly ready. This takes 1 minute of the teacher’s time.But students would only want to play the games, not try to learn the words!Playing the games on quizlet is the process that HELPS them to learn the words – this is the purpose of the tool. Can students make their own vocab set on quizlet?Yes. Anyone can make a vocab set on quizlet. Just go to the website. You can also use all the thousands of vocab sets that other people have made available to the public on the website for free.

http://quizlet.com/_1a69uq
http://quizlet.com/_1a69uq
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5 Online 
role play 

4 Prepare ideas 
and language  
for role play 

3 Listen to 
different 
viewpoints 

2 Read and 
discuss 
scenarios 

1 Practise 
key 
language 12 

Interactive reading with                     (website)  
 

Which decision was the  fairest? 
Rank the three decisions in 
order of fairness.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Participants are introduced to Curriculet by watching the tutorial video: http://screencast.com/t/aQyx6WnIxQUParticipants use the worksheet on handbook p.10 “Interactive Reading on Curriculet” to take notes on the tutorial video and to discuss reflections on the tool, after seeing the tutorial video. ALTERNATIVELYIf participants are not ready for this tech level, the trainer may demo this live on the board. Trainer can also highlight these reflections on the use of curriculet:(1) the ability to work in small groups of 2 or 3 at the students’ own pace(2) a closed group to discuss answers before committing them in writing(3) a sequence of tasks which the students navigate without the mediation or intervention of the teacher (e.g. to check or pace, as the teacher would if it were a whole-class activity)(4) up-close visual access which closes the distance between the text/audio/video and may impact some students who feel less engaged or distanced from texts or video which appears at the front of a large classroom(5) access for the teacher to the answers provided by students (which can be checked through Curriculet)(6) access for students to create quizzes based on their own texts and questions generated(7) an overall sense of autonomy in task progression for students. However, this needs to be classroom managed well (timed; clear expectations; reflection and feedback) and the task itself needs to be pitched appropriately so that it is not too easy for those students who need more challenge and not too difficult so it becomes inaccessible for those students who need more support. This suggests some catering for learner diversity is needed in the task design.Note to trainer – case study reading tasks are copied for reference in handbook p.22 “Using Curriculet” (screenshots from curriculet) and again as plain text version in handbook p.21 “Case Studies”Participants discuss the case studies from either of the two paper-based versions above (because they are not signed up to curriculet so will not be able to view the tasks interactively in curriculet yet. The trainer should point out that teachers can go home and sign up (for free) and experiment themselves with curriculet.
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different 
viewpoints 

2 Read and 
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scenarios 
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key 
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Listen to a summary of another group’s discussion. 
• Do you agree with them? 

A 
 
 
B 
 
C 
 

Listen to a real news report. Who said this? 
[ reporter  /  student  /  parent ] 
• Is it a completely personal matter what you write about 

schoolmates on your Facebook page? Or is it a form of bullying? 
 
• It’s just not fair of the school to come into your personal space. 
 
• Where can you say what you think if you can’t say it on 

Facebook? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LISTENING 1Listen to recording of another group talking about their rankings. Note to trainer – listening transcript is copied for reference in handbook p.23 “Transcript: Case Study Rankings”.If time – refer to language analysis on handbook p.24 “Transcript Language Analysis: Case Study Rankings”and handbook p.25 “Presenting your Arguments”LISTENING 2Real Life Case Study: Trainer introduces the story of three girls who got expelled for what they wrote about schoolmates on Facebook. Listen to the news report audio - transcript on handbook p.26 “Transcript: Real Case Study”Trainer asks who said what? Answers:-Reporter (main presenter)StudentParentPoint out:the reporter’s attempt to maintain a neutral viewpoint in AThe student’s emphatic ‘it’s just not fair’ in B and appeal to audience with ‘your’ (contrast with ‘our personal space’)Parent’s rhetorical question in C (useful rhetorical device for debating)Discuss - Can participants predict what position the speakers might take? How do they feel and why? What values are these based on?If time – trainer can refer participants to language analysis task based on the listening transcript – see handbook p.27-28 “Transcript Language Analysis: Real Case Study”Note to trainer – listening transcript is copied for reference in handbook p.26 “Transcript: Real Case Study”
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Using                   to share views (website/app) 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First - Exploring padletparticipants have time to explore padlet on ipads by working through the worksheet in handbook p.30 “Exploring Online Pinboards using Padlet”. The example padlet to explore can be accessed with a QR code provided on an extra handout – this QR code is not in the handbook.While participants explore the padlet, trainer to remind participants to refresh the page occasionally to see other posts.Then - Using padlets for the demo lessonsplit into 2 groups. STUDENTS: http://padlet.com/jonathan80/8ln3wz4oijge SCHOOL TEAM: http://padlet.com/jonathan80/nn1kvg59ptvnWhile participants explore the padlet, trainer to participants to refresh the page occasionally to see other posts.Note to trainer – role cards are copied for reference as a paper-based alternative in handbook p.30 “Collaborative Language Preparation using Padlet”Follow up if timeSwap ipads with someone using a different board to read their padlet page.Other notes on padlet that could be highlighted:Padlet can be used to keep notes or work (e-portfolio) over time, to make use of self/peer evaluation, making improvements to writing texts or speaking texts.Padlet can be used by teachers to provide a range of resources to students and links in one place – or by students to make their own pinboardsOther notes pasted from original PPTBut students might post all sorts of things on the board!They could. But:students can write all sorts of things any time they want already, during a normal paper-based task when you share papers around the class. teachers can establish routines of behaviour with students just like they do for every other aspect of class, and students will very quickly learn what is acceptable and what is not.Isn’t this the same as paper-based ideas sharing?It depends how you set up the activity. A few advantages:Teachers and students can INSTANTLY see EVERYONE’S contributions, rather than seeing only one at a time, like when you pass papers around. Students can easily edit the padlet, save it, come back to it, re-use it. You can pin images and videos from the internet, and links to other websites by just double-clicking the page. We can’t do this on paper.

http://padlet.com/rebeccafarmer82/2tk46oyy8v7n
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Role play chat with 
(website / iPad via Safari) 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Todaysmeet – chat room. TASKRole play a conversation between the 2 groups (student vs school team) from the previous padlet task.However we will not do this task in the workshop – just explain it and discuss reflections. Considerations will be:Microblogging generates the need for a successful online chat to be quick responses (therefore already language and ideas already prepared on the padlet)Need to set up some ground rules and roles for these online chatsThat this tool practices the language for oral work (although it is written down). It is not really a writing genre practice – rather, an oral genre practice, done through writing. Therefore this is an interesting tool for skills integrationThe informalisation of language when students use microblogging naturally is something that needs to be considered in task designGiving roles so that groups of students can work from different perspectives can give impetus and purpose to a task as they’re in debate modeThere is a guidance worksheet that could be used at this point to support the use of todaysmeet – handbook p.31 “Building Confidence with Interaction using TodaysMeet”-------Text on original PPT:But students might write all sorts of things I don’t want them to!They could. But:many of our students use text chat all the time with friends, so they don’t get over-excited about it in class and already know how to behaveteachers can establish routines of behaviour with students just like they do for every other aspect of class, and students will very quickly learn what is acceptable and what is not. But they aren’t using “proper” English so what’s the point?Text chat language IS proper for text chat work. Some advantages:students can later re-read the text chat, and analyse HOW the language is different to different styles of writing. This can be a powerful awareness-raising activity.one purpose of using text chat may be to facilitate IDEAS generation, rather than focussing on language. So mistakes, abbreviations and informality may not be important – just ideasenables participation for students who are shy to speak. makes students WANT to participate, and enjoyment is the first step to increasing their motivation to learn.

https://todaysmeet.com/
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Summary 
 

Tools 

Language skills 
Vocab practice 
(receptive and 
productive) 

Speaking 
(think critically 
and form 
opinions) 

Listening 
(infer 
viewpoints) 

Writing (idea 
and 
language 
preparation) 

Writing (prepare 
for group 
discussion; 
increase ability to 
respond to the 
opposition) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Recap tools and skills at each stage

https://todaysmeet.com/
http://quizlet.com/_1a69uq
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Reflection and discussion 
 • What was the sequence of language skills? 

• When was grammar/vocab focused on? 

• Which of these tools did you like? Which 
could you see yourself using in class? 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note to trainer – further discussion questions are copied for reference in handbook p.7 “ Practical Demonstration 1: Overview”Participants discuss and then fill in the table on p.5 of handbook.Some other points that can be highlighted at this stageDesign of integrated tasks, e.g. Micro-integration tactics:(i) listing – contrasting lists (ii) reading and extracting key facts - and figures if available - for impact in speaking and writing contexts(iii) locating areas to make use of key signposting language in one’s discourseMacro-integration tactics:(iv) moving from written fluency and expression to spoken fluency within the 60-second recording (which is likely to be done by all  members of the group). 
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60-second ideas to change the world 
 

5 Wiki 
writing 

4  
Record  
it 

3 Read an  
article and think 
of a new idea 

2 Listen to 
an idea and 
respond 

1 View world 
problems and 
give opinions 18 

This is a demonstration 
lesson involving text 
types of argument and 
justification.  
 
It integrates skills in a 
sequential way. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Image credit: CC0 / Public domain, free for commercial use / no attribution required https://pixabay.com/en/arrow-change-person-silhouette-945261/
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5 Wiki 
writing 

4  
Record  
it 

60-second ideas to change the world 

What problem does this picture represent? 
 

19 

3 Read an  
article and think 
of a new idea 

2 Listen to 
an idea and 
respond 

1 View world 
problems and 
give opinions 

Engaging 
students with 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. Trainer elicits answers / nominates participants to say what each picture represents.2. http://goo.gl/p9qOcz  Trainer writes link on board. Participants go to this link and vote for the most serious problem.3. Show http://www.poll-maker.com/ . Trainer may give brief demonstration how to set up a poll and share the link with the class. Ask participants to use their phones/ipads provided to access the link and vote for the issue they think is the most serious. Trainer displays the results on the projector screen. PointsVoting helps engage the class – encourages them not to be passiveVoting makes the discussion process meaningful – students will think about the discussions they hadImages (All are CC0 / Public domain, free for commercial use, no attribution required)Pic 1: flooding, rising sea level, tsunami (https://pixabay.com/en/wave-inject-breakwater-winter-storm-357926/ )Pic 2: deforestation, destruction of habitat, logging (https://pixabay.com/en/forestry-logging-deforestation-960806/ )Pic 3: drought, climate change (https://pixabay.com/en/drought-aridity-dry-earth-soil-780088/ )Pic 4: war, terrorism, armed conflict (https://pixabay.com/en/gun-shoot-cartridge-war-weapons-449783/ )Pic 5: poverty, hunger, famine (https://pixabay.com/en/starving-children-waiting-227319/ )

http://www.poll-maker.com/
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Compare your ideas with this blogger’s. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Participants go to this wiki: http://e-learningandintegratedskills.wikispaces.com/They follow the link to the ‘top ten problems’ blog, read it, then return to the wiki and post a comment.Link to blog: http://www.factofun.com/top-10-problems-world-today

http://www.factofun.com/top-10-problems-world-today
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Radio programme 
 Q1: What’s the problem? 
 

Q2: What’s the suggested 
solution? 
 

Q3: What example is given? text / audio online 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trainer intro to BBC ’60-second ideas’ website: http://www.bbc.com/future/story/20120626-edible-books-target-world-hungerDo you think you can change the world in 60 seconds? Some people do – with creative ideas. We’ll listen now to a person presenting an idea to solve a huge world problem.Answers: Hunger (and lack of education)Making edible booksThe Complete Works of Shakespeare(Trainer can also highlight the e-learning materials suitable for skills development on BBC website, including OneMinuteNews (listening))Note to trainer – questions are copied for reference in handbook p8 “60 Second Ideas to Change the World”Image: screenshot of podcast logo http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/articles/60rKWkxTfgGpf9lGpdPprpG/the-forum-podcasts

http://www.bbc.com/future/story/20120626-edible-books-target-world-hunger
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p00tdzyy#playt=0h26m30s
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Edible books: discussion 
 • Do you think this would be a  

good or a bad idea? Why? 
 • What do you think books  

would taste like? 
 • What kind of people would  

benefit from having edible books? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
5-minute discussionWhat do you think?  Is this actually a possibility? If not now, when?Here are three questions to discuss and decide your position on.
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Discovery task: how 
to use 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Time for participants to explore popplet themselves using the guidance worksheet in handbook p.12 “Exploring Popplet” (screenshot duplicated on this slide)Some reflections on popplet which can be highlighted:Multiple uses, e.g. sentence ordering, mindmapping, visual presentations, note taking, portfolio of links to other work
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Comparison:                  vs. paper 
 

• motivating?  

• media? 

• collaboration? 

• what’s the focus – the idea or the organisation? 

• can re-edit as new ideas come up? 
 

What problems could there be when using popplet? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Blog about using popplet: https://cis220spring12.wordpress.com/2012/04/13/popplet-a-multi-dimensional-tool/Coke bottle popplet (popular culture): http://popplet.com/app/#/358Original slide text:The vast majority of students we work with CHOOSE to use popplet when we give them a choice between brainstorming on paper or brainstorming on popplet. Enjoyment is the first step to building motivation to learn.Not necessarily. Popplet helps students focus on the PROCESS of ideas development, rather than the PRODUCT. For example:Lesson 1: start a mindmap of notes on poppletLesson 2: return to it and expand each bubble into a sentence.Lesson 3: shuffle the sentences around to help plan ideas development, delete ideas you don’t likeLesson 4: use those ideas to build up an essay plan, add images to label parts of your planLesson 5: finalize any gaps in your essay. All of this could use just ONE popplet document.
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YOUR 60-second idea to change the world 
(Reading & idea generation for speaking) 
 • Read the blog. 

• Choose a problem 
mentioned in it. 

• Think up an original 
solution. 

with a 
partner 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduce participants to the text on handbook p.13 “Reading Article”(Source: http://learnenglishteens.britishcouncil.org/magazine/science-and-technology/climate-change-facing-future )

http://learnenglishteens.britishcouncil.org/magazine/science-and-technology/climate-change-facing-future
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YOUR 60-second idea to change the world 
(Brainstorming with                  ) 
 Make a popplet to help you plan your 60-second speaking.  
 

• What’s your idea to change the world? 

• Restate your main idea: In other words, … 

• Who would benefit, and how? 

• Example? 

• Relevant quotation? 

• How will you organise these points in the popplet? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Emphasise that we’re hoping for creative ideas, like edible books. In order to encourage creative thinking, participants shouldn’t worry too much about practical matters e.g. how would the books be manufactured or how much it would cost. Creativity means thinking of novel and useful ideas, ideas which are often surprising – and the nature of this means that not all ideas will be realistic or feasible. But the point is to encourage creative thinking.
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Recording speaking with Sonic Pics 
(iPad app) 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show participants an example.Participants now explore Sonic Pics themselves using the guidance worksheet on handbook p.30 “Record a 60 Second Idea with Sonic Pics”Participants record their own 60-second idea. They can export the popplet they made in the previous stage and import it as the pic for their recording.Advantages to highlightEasy to make recordingsStudents are motivated to listen to themselves and self/peer evaluate and re-record several times until they are happy. Recordings can be used to document work done, and collect evidence of engaging in a task, improvement over timeIt is the process of listening to it and re-doing it several times that is important, not the final product. If students simply talk to their partner instead, they would probably just do that one time and then finish. 
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Writing a wiki (extension) 
 
Collaborative 
writing – an article 
about the idea you 
spoke about 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trainer to introduce the concept of wikis by showing a screencast tutorial http://screencast.com/t/wUNJticnQQ And example wiki: http://ywjsg2.pbworks.com/ (see e.g. Max’s page)Participants discuss how a wiki could be used to extend this demo lesson, particularly for a writing task.Highlight that students could also post their vocaroo recordings on a new wiki to share. Highlight some other extension uses of the wiki that could be used at this point in the lesson.Note to trainer – reference material for wikis on handbook p.16: “Extended Writing Task with a Wiki”Some other points that can be highlighted, reflecting on wiki usage:(a) it provides a real-time record of collaborative ideas (b) it shows when people worked on their ideas(c) it allows you to work with people over virtual space (which can be motivating if group members get on and want to work together – this is a key issue that needs to be addressed) (d) it shows the effect of editing and development of ideas over time(e) it is always and already published (i.e. it doesn’t need to be re-published)

http://screencast.com/t/wUNJticnQQ
http://screencast.com/t/wUNJticnQQ
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Summary 
 

Language skills 
Vocab input; 
reading; 
comment writing 

Listening 
(model for 
speaking); 
input of 
model 
language 

Reading; 
speaking / 
discussion; idea 
generation and 
organisation 

Speaking 
(self-
evaluation, 
task 
repetition) 

Writing 

Tools 

5 Wiki 
writing 

4  
Record  
it 

3 Read an  
article and think 
of a new idea 

2 Listen to 
an idea and 
respond 

1 View world 
problems and 
give opinions 

Sonic Pics 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Recap

http://www.poll-maker.com/
http://screencast.com/t/wUNJticnQQ
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Reflection and discussion 
 • What was the sequence of language skills? 

• When was grammar/vocab focused on? 

• Which of these tools did you like? Which 
could you see yourself using in class? 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note to trainer – further discussion questions are copied for reference in handbook p.7 “ Practical Demonstration 1: Overview”Some other points that can be highlighted at this stageDesign of integrated tasks, e.g. Micro-integration tactics:(i) listing – contrasting lists (ii) reading and extracting key facts - and figures if available - for impact in speaking and writing contexts(iii) locating areas to make use of key signposting language in one’s discourseMacro-integration tactics:(iv) moving from written fluency and expression to spoken fluency within the 60-second recording (which is likely to be done by all  members of the group). 
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More e-resources for skills practice (iPad) 
 

 Create a 30-second animation 
(using voice recording) 
 

 Take a photo and record 
yourself speaking about it 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Participants now have time to explore 1 further tool. There are 2 choices – tellagami and fotobabble. The trainer will show an example video product from tellagami, so that participants can then decide which tool they want to explore.Example tellagami (tutorial video) http://youtu.be/_puJCQ0TFakTutorial for fotobabble: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1q-Tcz9FGGMParticipants move into groups of those who want to explore the same tool, and refer to the relevant guidance worksheet to help them explore:Handbook p.32 “Exploring Tellagami”Handbook p.33 “Exploring Fotobabble”After exploring, participants find someone from another group and tell them about the tool they have used and show them what they have produced.

http://youtu.be/_puJCQ0TFak
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Tools used 
Complete your reflections. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Participants complete their reflections. Handbook p.5.

http://youtu.be/_puJCQ0TFak
https://todaysmeet.com/
http://quizlet.com/_1a69uq
http://www.poll-maker.com/
http://screencast.com/t/wUNJticnQQ
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